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Foreword
Prima Group and Wirral Development
Trust selected LAUREL Regen Limited to
review, evaluate and validate the Social,
Economic or Environmental Impact
achieved within community projects in
2018/19 invested in by Prima Group and
delivered by Wirral Development Trust.
The aim being to validate the Social
Impact Value achieved, identify a Social
Value Benchmark, highlight good
practice, suggest areas for
improvement, share best practice,
advise recommendations to improve
Social Value processes and procedures
for future delivery.
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“Helping businesses and
communities to grow through the
delivery of social value"

Introduction
Wirral Development Trust is a
registered charity working within the
area of Leasowe, Wirral, we have been
involved with local the community for
over 18 years.
From initially managing the Leasowe
Millennium Centre the Trust continues
to dedicate its work and efforts in
initiating change in order to have a
positive effect on existing cultures and
behaviour patterns that prevail in
deprived communities, thus creating a
better environment and improving
peoples’ overall quality of life.
The Trust has earnt monies from the
successful delivery of projects, received
support and donations from
benefactors to undertake activities to
create a sustainable service and charity.
Since forming in 2017 “Prima Group”
has continued to fund Wirral
Development Trust to assist in
undertaking projects within the area of
Leasowe.
The Job Club, Welfare Benefits Advice &
Health and Wellbeing projects have the
aim of “more jobs and better health”
being achieved for the residents.

“Wirral Development Trust aims to
create a dynamic, sustainable and
diverse local economy where highquality services, support and
opportunities protect and promote the
wellbeing of local residents”

Jenni Jones
Chief Executive Officer
Wirral Development Trust

Social Impact Value Evaluation
LAUREL Regen Limited undertook an evaluation of the Social, Environmental and
Economic activity delivered by WDT through its projects in 2018-19, methodology
used, results achieved and validated in line with the principles of Social Value.

Project

Investment

Social Impact
Value

SROI

SROI (£)

Ratio

Job Club

£35,000

£91,317

1:2.61

£2.61

Welfare Benefits Advice

£35,000

£120,975

1:3.46

£3.46

Health & Wellbeing

£10,000

£63,557

1:6.36

£6.36

Volunteering

£2,376

£11,210

1:4.72

£4.72

Community Events

£2,400

£3,373

1:1.41

£1.41

Total

£84,776

£290,432

1:3.43

£3.43

The Social Impact Value achieved is based upon established Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) and values attributed to: Global Value Exchange (GVE), The Social Value
Bank (HACT) and LAUREL Regen Limited proxy values.
Social Return on Investment (SROI) calculation is the method for measuring extra
financial value, evaluation of impact and can assist in identifying ways of improving
performance, the SROI value ratio 1:1 SROI or £1 for every £1 Invested would be a
suggested minimum level when projecting a projects SROI.
The evaluation highlights that each project exceeds a minimum SROI level and allows a
“Benchmark” to be established for Wirral Development Trust projects.
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Projects

Job Club

Welfare
Benefit
Advice

Health &
Wellbeing
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JOB CLUB
Wirral Development Trusts Job Club services successfully achieved MATRIX
accreditation in 2013 and undertakes regular Continuous Improvement Checks (CIC) to
keep the standard current for the delivery of Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG)
to residents.
Services include the provision of the following support:
•

1-1 IAG Sessions and Job search

•

Access to IT and Vacancies

•

Digital inclusion training

•

CV production

•

Covering letter advice

•

Application form completion

•

Action planning

•

Coaching and Mentoring

•

Interview Skills

Offering bespoke opportunity advice around employment, training or volunteering to
improve residents’ skills and prospects.

www.matrixstandard.com
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Job Club Outputs and Outcomes
WDT have had confirmation of 104 individuals who have previously benefited from
accessing one or more IAG service going onto to secure employment, also providing
training in Equality & Diversity, Safeguarding and Food Hygiene for 15 individuals, 6
individuals became regular volunteers at the Millennium Centre to assist in WDT
service delivery which has improved their skills, confidence and future prospects along
with benefiting the local community.
Validation

1

15

£91,317

Social Return on
Investment
(Non- Cashable)

25

Social Impact Value

EmployedApprenticeship

79

Trained

EmployedPart Time

£35,000

EmployedFull Time

2018-19

Project Investment
Value

Year

It was possible to completed interviews with staff, be present when beneficiaries
accessed support and reference summary reports to establish outputs. It was not
possible to review either paper or electronic evidence of employment confirmation;
therefore, only a low level of assurance can be provided for this project.

£2.61

The £35k investment (£30k Job Club + £5k Support Fund) generated a Social Impact
Value of £91,317 and a SROI of £2.61.

A general attribution level of 33% for IAG activities leading to a beneficiary securing
employment was applied with additional reduction based upon method of
confirmation and production of evidence for validation.
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Employment Confirmation Method
The methods of confirmation for employment captured being:
1. Signed Documentation – high level of assurance.
2. Electronic Correspondence – medium level of assurance.
3. Verbal Confirmation – low level of assurance.

Sectors of Employment

The chart above highlights the sectors that identified beneficiaries identified
employment giving an insight into the skills and aspirations held within the local area.
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Recommendations for Improvement

• Adopt standard local, national and European funded (LCRCA/ESF/ERDF/DWP)
“Employability” programmes accepted method of employment confirmation
evidence when capturing future outputs. Specifically, “Employment
Confirmation Documentation” direct from an employer or self-declaration from
a beneficiary as confirmation, to provide Prima with high levels of assurance of
outcomes. This is in line with good operational practices and will assist in future
evaluation, audit and validation.
• Social Impact calculations for future attribution to be identified by a beneficiary
confirming the level of support or interaction with Job Club that enabled the
beneficiary to secure employment or achieve educational goals. As beneficiaries
may have received additional support from *community support organisations.
• Capture and evidence additional monetary support given to beneficiaries to
establish values of direct investment; examples include training costs, licenses
paid for, DBS checks funded, travel expenses for interview, clothing allowances,
PPE, tools and equipment. All may directly contribute and enable a beneficiary’s
progression, potentially setting a standard level of support given or offered, all
support offered in line with financial standard operating procedures and
decision-making processes.
• It would be expected that the established Social Value Benchmark SROI of £2.61
should be able to be improved greatly if adopting recommendations, ensuring a
high level of assurance for the project.

* See Appendix A- Community Support Organisations
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Beneficiary Impact Case Study
A local female resident visited the Leasowe Millennium centre in 2018 seeking help in
finding a suitable job to assist with her prospects, confidence and financial situation.
We were able to offer her access to our Job Club service along with our Welfare
Benefits advice specialists. She went on to benefit from a variety of social and
economic support including:
• IAG sessions, personal skills assessment, identification of employment aspirations,
development of an action plan, IT skills, job search, CV creation, covering letter
production, job application support, interview skills, references, debt advice,
budgeting, energy efficiency advice, Universal Credit “On line” application and
progression, and advocacy when dealing with organisations relating to existing debt.
WDT has also helped to remove barriers in securing employment, using our
discretionary support fund we have been able to subsidise travel expenses for
interviews and then a full Disclosure Barring Service (DBS) check certificate which has
enabled her to start work within the Care sector as a support worker. We wish her well
in the future.
“ Having helped many individuals over the years I get great satisfaction seeing
people begin to transform their lives when they have accessed our support, from
either applying for jobs, completing training, learning new skills or volunteering their
confidence improves which sometimes is the main barrier to securing employment,
the knock on effect improving theirs and their families lives”

Terry - Information Advice and Guidance Worker
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WELFARE BENEFITS ADVICE
The Welfare Benefits Advice service aims to provide residents of Leasowe and the
surrounding areas a place to go to access professional advice and support if they need
to secure a benefit due to the circumstances, they find themselves in
Services include the provision of the following support:
•

Form filling

•

Benefit checks and advice

•

DHP forms

•

PIP appeals

•

UC support

•

ESA 50’s and appeal support

•

Appeals Child and working tax credit

•

Carers allowance application and appeal

•

Child DLA application and appeal

•

Medical support and advocacy

Offering a listening ear and bespoke support for individuals, this may also include
signposting or referral service to other organisations and agencies, an example being
“RAISE” who offer a specific debt advice service.
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Welfare Benefit Advice Outputs and Outcomes

111 individuals accessed the service, confirmation that WDT successfully secured an
award for at least 40% of the individuals for benefits which they were entitled to but
had not previously accessed or received, the duration of an award ranging from 1
month to up to 5 years, an overall accumulative £552k in benefit awards achieved.

Validation

44

£552,513

£120,975

Social Return on Investment
(cashable)

111

Annual Value of Benefit

Individuals Accessing Service

£35,000

Accumulated Value of Benefit

Project Investment Value

2018-19

Individuals Securing Benefits

Year

It was possible to interview staff, observe visitors seeking support, sample and view
files to confirm support received, type of benefit, level and duration of awards and
verify values achieved, therefore a high level of assurance can be provided for this
project.

3.46

The £35k investment has generated a direct cashable Economic Impact Value of
£120,975 and a SROI of £3.46.
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Claim Application Support (PIP) example

1st
Contact

2nd
Contact

3rd
Contact

Decision

• What- Phone call or Drop in visit
• When- On receipt of Application of Claim Correspondence
• Activity- Book WBA Appointment, advice on claim process and evidence required,
potential extension of claim application if required (dependant on date of 1st
contact)

• What- Appointment with WBA specialist
• When- Approximately 2 weeks after 1st Contact
• Activity- Claimant to produce evidence required related to claim, documents
reviewed and copied, progress application or refer back for additional evidience

• What- Application Submission
• When- No later than 4 weeks after Date of Application of Claim correpsondence
• Activity- Review collation and processing of Application, includes preparation and
posting of hard copies of documents to relevant body

• What- Decision- Succesful Award or Unsuccessful Application
• When- Between 6 - 8 weeks of receipt Application of Claim
• Successful Activity- Confirmation of award value, duration and completion of
support
• Unsuccessful Activity- Appeal against decision, reviewing of information and reasons
against decision to potentially improve claim and gather additional evidience to re
submit claim
• Representation at appeal if required
• Appeal Award decision- Variable dependant on case volumes anticipated between 9
- 12 months after initial decision

An individual will access support on upto 3 occasions per claim, appeals and new
claims generate additional visits for support for the individual.
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Type of Benefit Support Accessed

WDT have been particularly successful with personal independence claims, in some
cases securing awards for a period of five years.
Recommendations for Improvement
• Previous reporting to Prima Group stated the accumulated benefit value, it is
suggested that value can still be referenced, however it is recommended that this be
amended to the annual benefit within each financial year to improve accuracy of
monies received, with a follow-up in subsequent financial years. This is in line with
reporting presented by RAISE and is standard with other agencies such as Citizens
Advice Bureau.
• An established Social Value Benchmark SROI of £3.46 is subject to many variables
due to award values and duration. With the already high level of assurance for the
project the existing delivery of the service in line with WDT standard operating
procedures would continue to offer this invaluable, well used and much needed
service for the benefit of the residents of the area.
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Beneficiary Impact Case Study
A local male attended the Trust a week before Christmas, unfortunately his mother
had passed away and he needed support in arranging the funeral. He and his brother
both required both emotional and practical support as how to arrange a funeral, apply
for a funeral grant and discuss what would happen with their tenancy.
WDT provided a referral to the Prima Group resulting initially with the succession of
tenancy, this also provided an opportunity for Prima staff to access the property to
look at any repairs that were needed and service the heating system.
WDT arranged the funeral and benefit support giving them a benefit check, identifying
and applying for benefits that they were not getting but were entitled too.
Prima Groups tenancy support, housing officers and our WBA service were able to
support the clients to put together a budget with incomings/outgoings and organise
bill payments for council tax and water and were referred to “RAISE” benefiting
directly from debt support.
WDT and Prima provided support at the funeral along with community members, also
helping the clients with clearance and cleaning of the property.
They continue to access and receive support.
“I enjoy helping some of the hardest to reach and most vulnerable individuals in the
community, drawing upon my experience and vast knowledge of benefits and how to
access and secure them, also going the extra mile assisting with appeals and
representing at tribunals, giving them vital support at difficult times”

Joe – Welfare Benefit Advice Officer
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Wirral development trust believe strongly in improving the health and wellbeing of the
local community, we have engaged directly with local residents to identify activities or
fund services that could benefit them, holding a variety of events that has helped
boost the communities spirits, reduce social isolation, improve digital skills, access to
arts & cultural activities, the focus being an improvement in their health and wellbeing.
Validation

25

7

34

£63,557

(Non-Cashable)

Social Return on Investment

Social Impact Value

Digital Skills Awareness
Beneficiaries

£10,000

Coffee Club Attendees

Project Investment Value

2018-19

Homework Club Attendees

Year

It has been possible to review procedures and documentation, interview volunteers,
observe beneficiaries and celebration events, therefore a high level of assurance can
be provided for this project.

£6.36

The £10k investment has generated a Social Impact Value of £63,557 and a SROI of
£6.36, the various clubs and activities delivered by staff and volunteers generates
excellent Social Impact for the local community in a safe, warm environment.
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Leasowe Library
Incorporates a variety of projects and activities including the Homework Club, Coffee
Club and Digital Skills awareness session, these have been accessed by the children,
young people and adults of all ages from the community.

Pictured: Diane who volunteers to deliver provision within the Leasowe Library
Homework Club
With aim of having a long-term impact for the community, with the intention of
improving school children’s educational attainment, giving them greater confidence,
access to learning materials and equipment, with the by-product of reducing absences
from school and raising future aspirations.

25 regular attendees benefit from
sessions delivered on a Wednesday and
Saturday with additional use of facilities
in the Holidays by family, friends and
other children.
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Coffee Club
Provides a facility for the elderly and vulnerable residents of the community to meet,
socialise, have food and drink, meet new friends and reduce their social isolation in a
friendly, safe and welcoming environment.

7 individuals regularly attend the club, with other local people popping in occasionally.
Digital Skills Awareness
As more public and private services become digitised it is becoming an increased
priority to give residents of the local community the skills and confidence in using
electronic devices, phone, laptop, tablets, PCs and new technological advancements to
enable them to gain access to a variety of services in the future, key areas include
accessing benefits, employment, banking and housing support.

34 beneficiaries have taken advantage of
digital awareness 1-1 sessions and support
to use electronic devices, this helps to
remove concerns in accessing digital
services in the future.
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VOLUNTEERING
In 2017 “Do well” were commissioned to evaluate the volunteering activity taking
place at WDT, full results detailed within their “Volunteer Impact Report 2017/18”.
In conclusion the report offered a positive picture of volunteering at WDT with
supporting volunteers and giving the opportunity for volunteering either at the centre,
at community events and one-off activities, volunteers felt they were being given the
opportunity to make a positive contribution to their community whilst also benefiting
from their own personal development.
Recommendations Included
Development of a WDT Volunteer Strategy
Volunteer management training for staff
Supervision & team leading training for volunteers
Monitor levels of staff resources spent on volunteer support and management
Survey volunteers who leave volunteering
Introduction of ‘reflective diaries’ for volunteers to record their activities,
volunteer hours, experience and what the benefits of volunteering has had on
them, also using as a personal development tool
- Volunteering items within pre-project & post-project sessions
-

Volunteer Management: development of standard volunteering management
techniques and process, standard role descriptions for all volunteers, sufficient support
and training which are appropriate to the roles.
Recruitment: The need for ongoing mechanism for volunteer recruitment and creation
of opportunities to cater for volunteering activities and back fill existing volunteers
who are no longer able to volunteer.
Volunteer Impact Assessment: An awareness for Staff and Service Users of the WDT
projects of the activity’s volunteers do, enabling them to have an opportunity to
feedback and demonstrate what (if any) impact volunteers may have had.
Volunteer Rewards: Contribution to cover out of pocket expenses, health care, award
ceremony etc.
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Volunteering Social Impact Values
The Social impact value achieved from working with volunteers was evaluated and
provided the following values
“Do well” Volunteering Calculation 2017-18
Number of
Volunteers

Estimated
Hours
Contributed

8

3,840

Equivalent
Volunteer
Hourly
Value
£10.04

Social
Impact
Contribution
Value
£38,553

Volunteer
Investment
Budget
£2,376

Social
Return on
Investment
(SROI)
£16.22

Volunteer data values were based on 8 people volunteering within the centre for 48
weeks of the year, for an average of 10 hours per week applied against the gross
average hourly wage for a full-time employee in England: £10.04 producing an
equivalent Volunteer Hourly Rate (Source: 2009 Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings).
Social Impact Value- Volunteer Calculation 2018-19
Number of
Volunteers

Volunteer
Investment Budget

Social Impact
Value

Social Return on
Investment (SROI)

6

£2,376

£11,210

£4.72

The suggested Volunteer Investment budget (£2,376) applied against 6 Volunteers who
regularly volunteer at the centre, with a relevant Social Value KPI “Regular
Volunteering” (Source: 2016: HACT Social Value Bank) generates a Social Impact Value
of £11,210 and a Non-Cashable SROI of £4.72.
Recommendations for Improvement
• Adopt the Social Value KPI “Regular Volunteering” (HACT Social Value Bank) for
individuals who are regular volunteers at Wirral Development Trust.
• Adopt the “Do Well” calculation against the current Volunteer Hourly rate (VHR)
and time contribution when calculating Social Impact Value on a “One-off Event”
These adoptions will identify a more accurate Social Impact Value figure.
• Review, cost, identify and implement WDT appropriate recommendations from the
Do Well volunteering report, investigate cost effective “free” volunteer training
standards local provision.
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Volunteer Case Studies
Marie had been working with the community for as a volunteer for over 9 years before
family commitments meant she was unable to carry on helping the community to the
levels she had previously.
In September 2017 she had the opportunity to become a volunteer again and help out
at the Millennium Centre and local library, calling upon her previous experience, skills
and knowledge she undertook general duties in and around the centre. Helping out at
community events and assisting visitors whenever they came to the centre, this work
did not go unnoticed and when an opportunity arose within the centre for a
Receptionist and Administrator Marie applied and was successful in securing the role in
June 2018.
Marie says, “being part of and improving the local community from working and
volunteering is something I am passionate about, I am always learning within the roles
I do and like supporting other officers with their work, I also contribute to the running
of the libraries activities for the benefit of the community”.

Sue has been a part of the trust since 2014 when she took part in the volunteer
programme; this was part of the National Community Organiser movement and Sue
finished the volunteer programme graduating with three units in the practice and
values of community organising. Since graduating, she has become a true community
leader. She has listened to over 300 people in her community, building relationships
and trust. Sue has continued her personal development attending a ‘train the trainer’
course to help to facilitate community organising training.
Sue has led many activities, door knocking, facilitating ‘pop-up shop’ projects, events
to fund raise for community events, and supported projects such as afternoon tea
sessions to tackle social isolation.
Sue describes volunteering as a lifeline “It gives me a sense of purpose. It has allowed
me to have an influential voice within our community, it has given me the confidence
to have a voice to advocate on behalf of residents to challenge the services and
projects that run in our community. It has empowered me to be an active leader within
the smaller and wider network of the community”.
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John has been involved with Wirral Development Trust for many years since he was a
child. He has been an active member of the community and has volunteered for many
events during this time. Since becoming a volunteer for WDT on a regular basis in
September 2017, he volunteers mainly in the library, running a weekly IT course
supporting local residents to learn new skills. John also supports weekly visits of local
primary schools visiting the library organising activities, ensuring attendance records
are kept and preparing any materials the teachers may need for the session.
John says “volunteering for WDT has pushed me out of my comfort zone allowing me
to build confidence and learn new skills. I am proud I now deliver an IT course. I also
have the confidence to door knock and listen to people in my community, enabling me
to have a voice. Volunteering for the trust has increased my job prospects, it has given
experience of working within a team allowing me to grow, pushing me to be the best I
can be for myself and my community”.
Jenni Jones, CEO of WDT says “Volunteering is an important part of Wirral
Development Trust and without the input of the volunteers we would struggle to offer
some of our services and deliver the events that helps our community grow and be a
happier healthier place. Our volunteers each have their own specialist skills which
contribute to our services, from engaging with the individuals of the community,
offering support, signposting, raising awareness, community clear ups, training,
coaching and mentoring, each volunteer is selfless and want to give something back
and make a difference, I would like to thank all the support they give to the WDT and
local community.

Pictured: The WDT Christmas lunch event which is run by volunteers and in addition to
providing a hot meal it also looks to address social isolation and loneliness around the
festive period.
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Community Events
Wirral Development Trust has a long history of providing community events for the
benefit of local residents on a regular basis, events are free, affordable or subsidised,
this helps with community capacity building, offering a chance to celebrate with family
and friends, bring the community together, offering treats, gifts and rewards, assisting
in reducing anti-social behaviour, creating a togetherness and spirit, resulting in the
generation of positive impact through-out the community and a better local
environment to live in.
Activity

Attendees
& Volunteers

£ ppn

Partners

Easter Egg Hunt
April 18

30 Children
5 Volunteers

20p

Leasowe Adventure Playground £15
LETA

Family Fun Day
August 18

287 Resident £1.50
10 Volunteers

PRIMA Group
£1575
Leasowe Adventure Playground

Halloween
Party
October 18
Lantern Parade
and Event
October 18

100 Children
6 Volunteers

PRIMA Group
£250
Leasowe Adventure Playground

£1.00

30 Young
N/a
People
120 Children
30 Parents
25 Volunteers
72 Children
50p
8 Volunteers

Police Crime Commissioner
Leasowe Adventure Playground
3 Local Primary Schools
Leasowe Community Centre

Cost to
WDT

£0

Christmas Carol
PRIMA Group
£560
Concert and
Leasowe Adventure Playground
Grotto
Leasowe Community Centre
December 18
Leasowe Primary School
3no Litter Pick
10 Volunteers n/a
3 Local Primary Schools
£0
Events- Various per event
From the investment cost of £2,400 against the suggested time contribution of 4 hours
per volunteer, 84 Volunteers gives total of 336 hours, multiplying this by the £10.04
(VHR) creates £3,373 of Social Impact Value and an SROI of £1.41.
Recommendations for Improvement
• Continue to provide successful community focussed events and activities,
investigate new initiatives, undertake collaborative and partnership working.
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SUMMARY

Social Impact Value Benchmark
Wirral
Development Trust
Projects 2018-19

Investment Value

Social Impact Value

SROI

£84,776

£290,432

£3.43

“I am proud of what Wirral Development Trust have been able to achieve trough the
projects and services we provide, the varied Social, Economic & Environmental impacts
demonstrated within this robust Social Value report will enable the trust to show the
value of the work we do.
This process has also allowed us to identify gaps in recording and reporting and will
allow the Trust to develop a better model of Social Value reporting.
The work has been Invaluable to WDT, we have already begun to improve our own
processes and procedures, the introduction of a bespoke CRM system, undertaking
collaborative working practices, identifying new opportunities and funding to enable us
to continue to deliver a great service
Embedding the creation and demonstration of Social Impact aims to assist in the Trusts
growth, Funder`s satisfaction, Leasowe residents and Wirral communities’ benefit”
Jenni Jones
Chief Executive Officer
Wirral Development Trust
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APPENDIX
Appendix A- Community Support Organisations
Organisation Name

Support Type

Job Centre Plus/DWP

Benefits, Training & Employment activity

National Careers Service

IAG and Employment Support

Wirral Borough Council

Various Community Focused Projects

Wirral Met College

Education, Training & Apprenticeships

The Learning Foundry

Apprenticeships & Traineeships

Community Connectors

Advice, Volunteering and support

Reach Out

Employment Support for over 30`s

Probation Services

Support for Ex-Offenders

North Birkenhead Development Trust

Business and Community support

Wirral Chamber of Commerce

Business Start-up and support

Leasowe Early Years Nursery

Child care provision

Leasowe Primary School

Education services

Castleway Primary School

Education services

Holy Spirit Primary School

Education services

Leasowe Adventure Playground

Youth services

Leasowe Community Centre

Functions, Clubs and Social Supermarket

Allotment Group

Open days, Gardening activities

St Chads Church

Foodbank & Youth Activities

CPL Training

Hospitality Training

3D Training

Adult Training Provider- Business

The Poppy Factory

Employment Support for Veterans

Neurohub CIC

Adult Support- Mental Health related
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